Item #51926 MegaMover® Portable Transport Unit

Instructions for Use
The MegaMover® Portable Transport Unit is rated to transport up to 1000 pounds (454 kg). The unit must be placed so handle support straps are to the side opposite the patient. The MegaMover® Portable Transport Unit is for use by professional staff for lifting and transporting/transferring patients. It is recommended to use at least 4 people to provide safe transport/transfer, thus reducing the possibility of accident or injury. Grab handles in line with the people lifting on opposite side of the unit – do not “Cross-Handle”. The MegaMover® Portable Transport Unit is not designed for use when there is a need for spinal stabilization or traction of the patient being transported.
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The MegaMover® Portable Transport Unit is intended for limited use. If the unit is damaged, frayed, cut or soiled replace with new unit.

- Do Not use if MegaMover® is punctured, torn, frayed, or excessively worn
- Do Not Machine Wash or Dry
- Avoid contact with sharp objects
- Clean soiled Megamover® with damp cloth. Soap, detergent or disinfectant can be used.
- Only use handles for lifting
- Use care to ensure grip is secure prior to lifting
- Do Not store in contact with heat source greater than 200° F
- Avoid dragging over rough surfaces
- Use minimum of 4 people to lift patient
- Do Not attach to mechanical lifts
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